
IN THIS ISSUE
DIALOGUE begins its twenty-first year with an editorial page to briefly

summarize the issue's contents. A number of readers have suggested this idea,
and we feel it has considerable merit. Each submission is unique, and selection
is not an easy process.

At a March 1986 retreat, members of the Editorial Board initiated the
annual Lowell Bennion Essay Prize, to honor the outstanding essay received
each year expressing Christian values and gospel principles in thought and
action. The first recipient of that prize was Eugene England, whose "Easter
Weekend" is printed here. Originally subtitled "A Personal Fiction," this essay
combines elements of essay and fiction in a sensitive reflection on the individual
atonement process. The articles by Margaret and Paul Toscano, while differing
in subject and approach, call for a departure from traditional roles and explore
the healing, unifying aspects of the Atonement. Drawing on scripture and
personal experience, the Toscanos attempt to broaden our understanding of
authority and of role definitions. Mark Gustavson's essay discusses a Chris-
tian dilemma — the reconciliation of scriptural divine punishment with the
concept of a loving God.

Historical essays in this issue include Mary and Richard Van Wagoner's
sympathetic view of Orson Pratt, Jr., one of many children of the founders
who found comfort outside the faith. Michael Homer and Kenneth Driggs
have written significant articles on Utah's evolution from territory to statehood.
They each give a new focus to much-traveled historical roads. Finally, an essay
by Marian Johnson on Minerva K. Teichert gives us insight into the life and
work of this gifted artist whose work is featured in this issue.

As always, the "Personal Voices" section offers an internalized view of
individual responses to life in the Mormon world. Gary Bergera discusses with
humor and a touch of pathos the significance of the Missionary Training
Center to all who pass through its doors. Terri Zaugg's "A Journey With
Doubt" is an honest description of what happens to many who must turn
inward searching for sure knowledge. A common chord is sounded by Marcia
Flanders Stornetta in her essay, which speaks of the inner strength of family
bonds through times of separation.

In imaginative writing, DIALOGUE presently faces a unique problem: with
enough poetry already to fill the four 1988 issues, we have no fiction ready for
publication. We feel a commitment to publish the best in new fiction but have
received few short stories we felt merited publication. We are certain there is
much more excellent work from Mormon authors than we have seen.

This issue offers diverse topics and writing styles. If there is a common
thread, it is the individual struggle to find not merely satisfaction but meaning
in the religious life.
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